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ABSTRACT 

In the middle of 1980, our Prime Minister, Dato' Seri Dr. Mahadhir Mohamad had 

declared to merge our country from the agricultural country to industrial country. From 

that day, many foreign companies that involve in many type of discipline work invest 

in our country. We had imported many expertise and technology in factory sector. 

Nowadays when our country towards to cyber era, many expertise and technology had 

imported in information technology (IT). The kindergarten especially located at elite 

area such as Shah Alam and Subang Jaya has merge the learning method by offer 

computer class to give the early exposure to the children on the basic of IT applications 

uses. The children is taught using edutaiment software in computer class. This project 

is done to find out the problem that has related with edutainment software interface 

and propose the proper interface. Some respondents among the children, computer 

tutor, and principal of kindergarten are selected and involve for this purpose. 
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